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Opole Brand Award 2014
During ceremony GALA BUSINESS 2015 was held „Opole Brand Award”
granted by the Office Marshal of the Opole for the best companies
in our region and „Company of the Year Prize” awarded by the
Chamber of Commerce of Silesia. Our company - ADVERTISING PROFIL
- received the award for the organization of The International Tourist
Fairs „Towards the Sun” in the product category to promote the region.

OROT Certyficate
The International Tourist Fairs „Towards the Sun”
were awarded by OROT a certificate for the Best Tourist
Product of Opole Silesia in the category „Event”.

10th MTT anniversary - May 2010
The Marshal’s of Opole thanks for the promotion of tourism in
the Opole Province for the organizer of the The International
Tourist Fairs „Towards the Sun”.
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...and that’t how it was
in May 2016
More than 100 exhibitors from numerous regions of the world – the Dominican Republic,
the Czech Republic, Germany, Lithuania, Indonesia, Hungary, Belarus, Ukraine, Croatia –
presented their tourist attractions. Also, interesting national offers were presented, among
others, from the regions of Świętokrzyskie, Zachodniopomorskie, Podlaskie, Małopolskie
and our own Opole Voivodeship. The advertising campaign prepared on a grand scale, as
well as numerous appealing events attracted tens of thousands of visitors to the Fair.
Once again, we hosted Local Tourist Organisation from Darłowo-DARLOT, which prepared
many competitions and games conducted in a deep-sea boat “anchored” in the market
square in Opole for the time of the trade fair.
During the three days of the Fair, the residents of Opole had the opportunity to taste fresh
and perfectly cooked Baltic fish and the ‘Opole Village of Taste and Tradition’ invited visitors
to try regional dishes and watch a presentation of the disappearing professions such as,
for example, a locksmith and a potter. The entire event was conducted by a well-known
journalist and traveller Mr Tomasz Michniewicz who has made his passion a way of life.

mtt.opole.pl
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We are inviting you
to the fairs in to 2017
Tourism with history
in the background!
This year we would like to invite you to a special celebration of
the 800th anniversary of the city of Opole. We will present
a historical outline of our city together with other Polish ones.

You can afford it!

Strength lies in regions!

Trips at reasonable prices. How to spend a
domestic holiday or maybe one abroad in an
inexpensive and interesting way? Do exotic
and amazing holidays have to cost a fortune?
These and many questions will be answered
by our exhibitors and invited guests.

Poland is a diversified country with a tourist offer for both
enthusiasts of city life and nature lovers. Polish regions are
also abundant in culture, traditions and customs.
It is a real challenge for the organisers of the Fair to gather
at the same time and in the same place the representatives
of all these excellent regions.
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Recommendations

Chrzanów County Office

South Affrican Embassy

Chrzanów County Office wishes to thank PROFIL Advertising Agency for organizing this year’s International Tourist Fair
„Toward The Sun” in Opole, which took place on 6-8.05.2010.
The participation of the Chrzanów County, together with
representatives of the municipalities proved to be a successful tourist promotion direction of Chrzanów district. A friendly
atmosphere, the number of visitors to our stand and the diploma we
granted for the best promotional materials are the best evidence of the
success of the fair.
The standard of the event, professionalism, integrity and personal approach to the client, are your assets as an organizer, whereby we can recommend to you as a trustworthy company. The participation in the fair was a great pleasure for us.
We congratulate your success counting on the further successful cooperation and organization of the next edition of the fair.

As a part of tourism promotion in Poland the South African Embassy participated from 12 to 14 May 2011 in the 11th Edition of the International
Tourism Fair in Opole.
The South African Embassy wishes to express its gratuity to the PROFIL
Advertising Agency, for their professional cooperation and excellent fair
arrangements.
The fair itself was accompanied by many promotional events e.g. media
meetings and interviews which made our promotionand publicity even
broader and by doing so it has put the fairto the higher dimension.
It is worth to mention that the excellent fair location, in the Market Square and the beautiful weather influenced positively the attendance. The
stand was visited by high volume of visitors. The fair itself met our expectation in as far as promotion of our country is concerned.
The Embassy of the Republic of South Africa has the honour to recommend the International Tourism Fair in Opole as the very important tourism promotion event. At the same time it is wished to thank the PROFIL Adverising Agency for their professional approach in which the South
African Embassy was received.

Janusz Szczęśniak
Foreman

DR LST PEKANE
Ambassador

mtt.opole.pl
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Silesian Tourist Organization

Recomendation

For the Silesian Tourist Organization I recommend The International Tourist
Fair „Toward The Sun” taking place in Opole.
For years this event is very popular among exhibitors from across the Poland
and many local visitors of Opole market and tourists alike. The nature of the
fair - the location and the rich program of accompanying events demonstrates the professionalism of the organizers and puts this event in the forefront
of the spring tourist events in the South of Poland.
I recommend the participation in the subsequent editions of Opole fair „Toward The Sun” in both Polish and from abroad exhibitors as well as tourists
looking for an idea for a summer vacation.

Municipalities forming the Beskid’s 5 are happy to provide recommendations to PROFIL Advertising Agency that organizes XIII International Tourist
Fairs „Towards The Sun”, which took place in Opole on 17-19th of May
2013.

Agnieszka Sikorska
Director

Beskid’s 5 would like to express thanks to PROFIL Advertising Agency for professional organization of the fairs and cooperation.
Very good location of the fairs and high turnout contributed to the achievement of the promotion goals. International Tourist Fairs met our expectations in terms of promotion of Beskid’s 5.
We would like to pay special attention to the high competence of the personnel responsible for the coordination of the „Beskid’s 5 Day”.
We recommend PROFIL Advertising Agency as a reliable partner in business, and the International Tourist Fair „Towards The Sun” as an important
event to promote tourism.
Iwona Szarek

Mayor community Brenna

Wojciech Bydliński
Mayor Town Szczyrk

Drohiczyn County Office
On 18-20 May 2012 we took part in tourist fair in Opole.
We were positively surprised by the efficient organization of the fair, a multitude of social events and huge turnout of visitors. Our participation in this
fair was the right direction of the promotion. We are definitely going to
Opole for the fair next year.

Dantuta Rabin

Mayor community Istebna

Ireneusz Szarzec

Mayor Town Ustroń

Jan Polaczek

Mayor Town Wisła

Wojciech Borzyn
Mayor
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Accompanying
events
The tradition of the International Tourism Fairs “Towards the Sun” is the

and Majorette shows. Fairs in Opole ensure interesting spending of family

rich programme, numerous exhibitions, competitions with prizes and

leisure time. We never forget about the youngest visitors and prepare

accompanying events. The most memorable events include: Balloon Flight

a special programme for them, including games and competitions with

Contest, Opole Bungee Festival (bungee jumps in disguise),

prizes. The Fairs are also accompanied by photography exhibitions

Opole Skateboarding Contest, demonstration of the World Champion in

that shows the most beautiful places in Opole, the Opole Region, other

billiard tricks, and meetings with famous travelers, among others, Krzysztof

regions of Poland and the world. During International Tourist Fairs

Wielicki, Robert Makłowicz, Martyna Wojciechowska, Jarosław Kret and

“Towards the Sun” was held a lot of competitions with prizes for children

Aleksandra Kostka or Marcin Meller. The following also appealed to visitor’s

and adults.

emotions: martial art demonstrations; Tyrolese conventions; knight’s
tournaments; bike acrobatic shows; parkour; horse rides

mtt.opole.pl
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AWARDS for:
1. Racibórz city for a book series promoting the city
2. Wolsztyn gmina for a travel guidebook for children together with “ Young traveller’s passport”
3. Piotrków Trybunalski for the general tourism product: “ The City of Brewers”

Main prizes XVI MTT
“Follow the Sun”:

4. Local Tourist Organisation of Darłowo for an interesting promotion at the fairs
5. Minieuroland from Kłodzko for an advertising attraction-miniature park together with
an arboretum
6. Silesian Tourist Organisation for the whole set of sub-regional guidebooks of the
Silesian Voivodship

1. Kołobrzeg gmina for the best promotion
2. Philippine Embassy for the most atrractive exhibition stand
3. Kralove-Hradecky country for the best advertising materials

7. The Opole Marshal Office for the promotion of the regional heritage in the “Opole Village
of Tastes and Tradition”
8. Opole Regional Tourist Organisation for a friendly cooking guide “Opolski Bifyj”
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Banquets
- integration
of the exhibitors
For the exhibitors of 17th International Tourist Fairs
“Towards The Sun” we have prepared several competitions
and attractions.
We hope that participation in the fairs enables to establish many new
and valuable (not only business) contacts and that the time spent in
Opole is one to remember.
We will spend at least one of the evenings with you at a formal
banquet that is to integrate exhibitors and invited guests, including
representatives of city and regional authorities and journalists.
We hope that you will enjoy it!

mtt.opole.pl
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Flourishing
Opolskie Region
Excellent climatic and natural values of the Opole Region make the tourism
flourish. Owing to the lay of the land (the Silesian Upland, the Silesian
Lowland and a part of the Sudeten Plateau, the Odra River valley), you can
rest here in summer and in winter. Large parts of the area are occupied by
forests; there are 4 nature landscape parks and numerous areas of protected
landscape and natural reserves here.
Fans of walking and biking will be interested in tourist trails near St. Anne’s
Mountain and near the Opawskie Mountains, located on the border with the
Czech Republic. There are many modern resort centres with comprehensive
physiotherapy facilities (among others, a pool, classical and water massages)
in the towns of Moszczanka, Pokrzywna and Jarnołtówek. There is a modern
health spa in Kamień Śląski. Fans of swimming and water sports can visit
reservoirs in Turawa near Opole and the Nysa and Otmuchów Lakes
located at the foot of the Opawskie Mountains.
Opole Silesia is a region abundant in heritage buildings, starting from gothic
stronghold castles to baroque palaces, to nineteenth-century small manor
houses. Architectural buildings arouse great interest, including the castle in
Moszna, the ruins of the nineteenths-century palace in Kopice, the Silesian
Piast Castle in Brzeg, and late baroque palace in Kamień Śląski.
When visiting the Opole Region, do not miss Krasiejów, a town in the
Ozimek Commune, where one of the largest paleontological excavations in
the world have been discovered. Discoveries included perfectly preserved
remains of Triassic reptiles from 225 million years ago.
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800 years
of Opole!
Opole is one of the oldest cities in Poland. On the Pasieka

Cathedral. Many valuable monuments situated there include

walks. The “Opole Venice” is another delightful place: facades

Island in Opole, archaeologists have discovered “Ostrówek,”

the stone gothic baptismal font. There is also the church at the

of tenement houses, perfectly lit at night, built on foundations

an early medieval stronghold of the Opolans. The medieval

hill nearby - it is connected to proved buildings of the Opole

of medieval city walls mirror in water. The zoo, a walk on the

chequered urban arrangement survived in the city centre.

University and surrounded by moody garden with historic and

Bolko Island and the panorama of the Piast Tower also cannot

The network of perpendicularly intersecting streets runs to

contemporary figurative sculptures.

be missed.

middle. It is surrounded by mostly reconstructed beautiful

The characteristic Piast Tower and the image of the Opole

Feel invited to Opole which today is a beautiful city full of

baroque tenement houses.

amphitheatre are known throughout Poland owing to the

heritage objects and charming places. This is a city worth

National Polish Song Festival.

visiting and staying at least for a while.

the centrally located Market Square with the City Hall in the

There is the Franciscan Church near the Zamkowa Street.

Opole is a green city. Boulevards around the Młynówka Canal

Szpitalna Street, the oldest street of Opole, leads to St. Cross

surrounded by large old trees are the most popular places for

mtt.opole.pl
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Fair’s plan
Areas for exhibitors

Exhibitors can
select:
Exhibitors can select:

Bench

Monument

music

Wooden fair cabin
PLN 3290 net

point

a

b

c

d

e

Tent

Arcades
USC

Town hall
Stairs

Spots under the arcades of the City Hall - 4 m2
PLN 820 net
External area:
PLN 180 net/m2 (min. 9 m2)

Escape room

Scene
6x8m

Exhibition area with basic construction located
in the exhibition pavilion:
PLN 265 net/m2 (min. 6 m2)
Unconstructed exhibition area located in the
exhibition pavilion:
PLN 210 net/m2

houses organizer

tent for exhibitors

stands of exhibitors

summer beer gardens

stands of exhibitors

mobile stands of exhibitors
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Fair
cabins
Attractive form of displaying promotional materials.
The cabin can be opened on three sides. We install
the lighting and electrical connection.
Safety is guaranteed by the lock, strong dead bolt
and solid wooden construction.

Light spots

Reklama Profil
Description on the frieze

Place in the
pavilion
exhibition
Exhibitors can use the area individually – using their

Electrical socket

fair stand. The can also use additional equipment
offered in the Application Form and additionally
order electricity
connection.

jola@profil.pl
tel. 669 292 244
teresa@profil.pl
tel. 733 973 910
www.profil.pl
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We would like to offer you a modern
and very visually appealing form of advertising
- photos and videos from the air.
Change of perspective - on a rare, top view
- presents open areas, urban, buildings, interior
halls, large-scale technologies, as well as
the events in a new and intriguing way.
Promotional videos will show your company in a
new and dynamic way, will attract the attention of
customers, establish your brand, or institutions
and let you exist in the media. Makeover and aerial
photos can be perfect promotional stuff in printing
brochures and on the websites.

INTERGAL AC T I C

OUR OFFER:
w w w.intergal acti c .com . p l

visualintergalactic

• photos from the air
• video’s shots from the air
• a comprehensive implementation of
promotional movie’s materials
• materials for expertises
• a drone with operator for hire

